SLICING SOLUTIONS

RECIPROCATING
- Suitable for the specific slicing of biscuits and several other types of bakery products

CONTINUOUS
- Suitable for the slicing of different types of baked products at high speed

HORIZONTAL TOTAL CUT
- Slice with a continuous blade for a perfect, smooth and even cut

ULTRASONIC
- Necessary for slicing all those products for which traditional slicing methods are not practical.

DECRUSTING SLICER
- Suitable for continuous de-crusting of loaves

WRAPPING AND PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

From your process to the shipping door
Beyond our smart and food-preparation lines, we will take your product to the packaging area.

Bagging
- Complete packing or filling stations, again taken to the palletizer.
- Innovative and custom-built carton and case erector/loader/packers

- Semi-Automatic
- Fully Automatic,

We will convey to the palletizing area. As automated as you would like.
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